1. graduation

“It is not finished” was the theme of our graduation. ‘The finishing mark of a year of joys, struggles, challenges, opportunities and blessings is actually the starting point of a life’s journey of the same’ was the message given to the graduating students. Memories, songs, laughter and tears were all features of the graduation of the 2014/2015 class and
it was a wonderful time! Thank you for keeping the new alumni (and the old ones) in prayer!

2. mission trip to notodden

The mission trip this year was in the beautiful Telemark in Norway. Many thankful and open people visited the Health Expo we had in a shopping center. Even though our stations were spread out over the whole place many made it to the last station. The evening meetings with Ernst Zwiker and Per de Lange were good icebreakers to some who really enjoyed the fellowship and stayed longer afterwards. As a school we also enjoyed very much some recreational time, a hike, classes with Tore Sognefest and a Sabbath afternoon at the idyllic place of Elisabeth Vik.

3. steps4life lifestyle week in fredheim

At the end of May, Matteson was a part of the Steps4Life week in Fredheim. About 25 guests participated and 40 volunteer workers from Fredheim, Steps4Life, Livsstilsklubben and Matteson Mission School helped out. The health program included health lectures, talks with a doctor, massage, hydrotherapy, and individual coaching about nutrition, physical exercise and personal goals in life. It was a privilege to serve the guests during the week. The importance of health work was clearly seen by all of us. We saw how by the grace of God one week can change people’s lives and help them to be healthier and happier.
4. gc session san antonio

The GC in San Antonio 2015 was a fascinating experience for two of us who had the privilege of being delegates. The conference has much significance for us as a church also in Norway. Consider for example these important documents that have an influence on how we work here in Norway.

1. GC Secretary's Report
2. GC Treasurer's Report
3. GC Strategic Plan 2015-2020

Please have a look through them, especially the strategic plan that was formed. Please pray about how you are able to build on this strategic plan in your next five years and make it a success.

5. "the great controversy"

Four of us had the privilege of joining the Living Water Camp Meeting this year and help out with cleaning, working in the kitchen as well as children program. Over 200 people were moved by the messages from various presenters as well as the different mission reports. We enjoyed music, fellowship and delicious vegan food by Mario Kellmann and his team. A fresh look at the love of God from Tim Riesenberger resulted not just in
many tears but put a desire on the hearts of many
to live the rest of their lives together with Jesus.

7. looking forward

Soon the new students will arrive in Mysen, Norway, with their bags packed with
their interest in deepening their relationship to Jesus and their wish to learn more
clearly what it means to be a medical missionary for life. Friends, please pray for
all of us that we can experience God's love in a special and healing way and
become His followers for eternity.

If you want to further God’s work by supporting the Matteson Mission School financially,
please use the following account information:

Granheimstiftelsen, Pb 243, 1851 Mysen
Norwegian Account: 1020.07.09654
IBAN: NO8210200709654
BIC/SWIFT: EIDSNO21XXX
Eidsberg Sparebank

Thank you for your support!
Our mailing address is:
Matteson Mission School
Trømborgveien 436
1850 Mysen
Norway
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